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QUESTION 1

Your company uses Lab Center during manual- and automated-testing processes for different types of testing
environments. 

Development operations is standardizing their processes. They want to document their best practices for environment
setup. 

You need to verify your setup of a standard environment, which consists of physical servers that match your production
environment. However, you are unable to connect to your new lab environment. 

Which action in Lab Center should you perform in order to troubleshoot the problem? 

A. Repair 

B. Manage 

C. Connect 

D. open 

Correct Answer: A 

Q: The status of my lab environment is Not Ready. What should I do? 

A: On the context menu of the environment, choose Repair. The repair will take a few minutes. This status means that
the test agent is not installed and correctly configured on one of the machines in the environment. The repair operation
logs into the machines and installs and configures the agent. 

Incorrect: 

Not C: It is stated that the problem is that we are unable to connect. Choosing to connect again would not help. 

Reference: Standard lab environments 

 

QUESTION 2

You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). 

You have been assigned to work on a test case for an application that is still in development. 

There have been changes to the test case. 

You need to know what changes have been made. 

What should you do? 

A. Open the test case work item, click on Links, then view links of the linked type Versioned Item. 

B. View the automatic collected change document on the Attachments tab. 

C. Open the test case work item, click the Summary tab, and click All changes. 
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D. Add a link to a test change document from the test plan properties. 

Correct Answer: C 

Q: Can I get an audit trail for test plans and test suites? 

A: Yes. With TFS 2013.3, work item history tracks changes to test plans and test suites. For example, adding tests to a
test suite or changing configurations are tracked. In the work item form, under History, choose ALL CHANGES to view
the audit trail. 

Reference: Plan Manual Tests using Team Web Access 

 

QUESTION 3

Your team uses the Microsoft Visual Studio Scrum 2013 process template in Microsoft Test Manager. 

Your team wants to link all test cases to the related product backlog item or bug that they test. 

You have a test case ID 121 and a product backlog item with ID 79. 

What should you do? 

A. Open the test case, and add a Parent link to product backlog item #79. 

B. Open the product backlog item, and add a Related link to test case #121. 
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C. Open the product backlog item, and add a Child link to test case #121. 

D. Open the test case, and add a Tests link to product backlog item #79. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: Product Backlog Item (Scrum) 

 

QUESTION 4

You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM) to create a test plan for testing an ASP.NET website. 

Your test plan needs to validate a set of critical business functionalities for the current sprint. All business functionalities
are documented in the requirements document published to the project portal. 

You need to associate your test plan with the requirements document. 

What should you do? 

A. Add a link to the requirements document in the Links section of the Properties view of the test plan. 

B. Click Copy Link in the Properties view of the test plan to link the requirements document on the project portal to the
test plan. 

C. In the Area path drop-down list in the Properties view of the test plan, right-click the test plan area path node relevant
to the requirements being tested. Select Add link to associate the requirements document link on the project portal with
the area path node. 

D. Click Link next to the Description box in the Properties view of the test plan to link the requirements document on the
project portal to the test plan. 

E. Click Link next to the Name box in the Properties view of the test plan to link the requirements document on the
project portal to the test plan. 

Correct Answer: A 

We would typically add all requirements in the sprint to the test plan to associate the acceptance tests with the
corresponding requirement. The figure below shows how we use a work item query matching the Requirement Category
and Sprint 1 to find the requirements that we now can add to our plan. 

Adding requirements for Sprint 1 to our test plan 
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Figure 2, Complete structure for the Sprint 1 test plan 

 

QUESTION 5

You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). You are using the Microsoft Visual Studio Scrum 1.0 process template. 

You are developing a test from an engineering document that has detailed verification information. 
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You need to ensure that the document is directly accessible whenever a tester runs a specific step. 

What are two possible ways to accomplish this goal? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose two.) 

A. Add a test step attachment. 

B. Add a test case attachment. 

C. Add a tested backlog items link. 

D. Add a test case link. 

Correct Answer: AB 

B: Adding Details, Attachments, or Hyperlinks to a Test Case You can add information to a test case that provides more
information to implement the test case. 

You add details to test cases in the following ways: 

*

 In the Description or History field, type information. 

*

 Attach a file. 

For example, you can attach an e-mail thread, a document, an image, a log file, or another type of file. 

*

 Add a hyperlink to Web site or to a file that is stored on a server or Web site. 

 

QUESTION 6

You use Microsoft Test Manager (MTM) to manage your test environments. 

You plan to test an ASP.NET website on various topologies (such as one-tier, two-tier, three-tier, and n-tier) to ensure
that the website supports scalability. 

You need to be able to deploy copies of predefined environments based on templates. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a System Center Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM) environment for each topology and store them in the
library. Use the library to deploy new environments. 

B. Create new standard environments with physical machines. 

C. Create new physical environments using physical machines. 

D. Create new standard environments with machines that run under System Center Virtual Machine Manager
(SCVMM). 

Correct Answer: A 
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/ A virtual environment is a collection of virtual machines that is managed by Lab Management. You can run manual and
automated tests from Microsoft Test Manager using this virtual environment. You can schedule Microsoft Team
Foundation Build workflows to build, deploy, and test builds of your application onto virtual environments. Lab
Management is integrated with Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM) to enable you to efficiently
create, store, and run these environments. 

/ You manage Lab Management environments for a team project from the Lab and Library tabs of Test Manager. 

*

 The Lab tab provides access to the virtual environment and machines that are deployed on the host groups of a team
project. A host group is a collection of one or more physical computers that are managed by Lab Management to host
the environments. You interact with a host group as if it was a single computer. 

*

 The Library tab provides access to stored environments, virtual machines, and templates that you use to create virtual
environments in the team project Lab. 

 

QUESTION 7

You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). 

You are developing a test that requires a test step to verify a result against a known value. You plan to insert a new step
to accomplish this task. 

You need to make the new step a validation step. 

What should you do? 

A. Type the expected value into the Expected Result column of the new test step. 

B. Type the expected value into the Action column of the new test step. 

C. Add the expected result value into the Parameter Values pane. 

D. Add a parameter to the Action column of the new test step. 

Correct Answer: A 

When you create manual test cases, you can add the action and expected result for each test step, as shown in the
following illustration. When you run this test, you will be able to mark each test step as either passed or failed. 
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Reference: Quick Start Guide for Manual Testing using Microsoft Test Manager 

 

QUESTION 8

You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). 

You have a shared steps work item that you want to hide in the Shared Steps Manager. 

You need to ensure that only active shared steps work items are displayed. 

What should you do? 

A. Change the state of the shared steps work item to Closed, then customize the filter of the Shared Steps Manager
view to display shared steps that have the status Active. 

B. Delete the shared steps work item from all test cases where it is used, then delete the shared steps work item from
the Shared Steps Manager. 

C. For the shared steps work item, change the Show in Shared Step Manager setting to Do Not Show. 

D. Change the state of the shared steps work item to Removed. 

Correct Answer: A 
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*

 To change the state of shared steps to closed 

From the Testing Center, choose Organize and then choose Shared Steps Manager. 

The Contents pane is displayed. 

To open the shared steps to change the state, double-click the shared steps that are listed in the Shared Steps
manager pane. Choose State and then choose Closed. 

*

 To hide the closed shared steps, you can add the state column and filter by state. 

1.

 Right-click in the columns header of the shared steps manager. 

A drop-down list of fields is displayed. 

2.

 To select the state field, choose State from the list of fields. Choose outside the drop- down list to close it and to add
the field to the columns. 

3.

 To add a filter to the column to hide the closed shared steps, choose the drop-down arrow in the column header. Select
Active to show only the active shared steps. Reference: How to: Change the State of Shared Steps to Closed 

 

QUESTION 9

You are a test developer using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). 

You have a test case with a parameter variable that has several data values that are no longer needed because of a
change to the specifications. 

You need to remove these unneeded values. 

What should you do? 

A. Delete the unneeded iterations. 

B. Delete the unneeded test steps. 

C. Delete the unneeded parameter values. 

D. Delete the old parameters. 

Correct Answer: C 

Add parameters to a test case 

Create a parameter by typing a name preceded by "@" in the actions and expected results of your test steps. 
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Note: When you write a manual test, you often want to specify that the test should be repeated several times with
different test data. For example, if your users can add different quantities of a product to a shopping cart, then you want
to 

check that a quantity of 200 works just as well as a quantity of 1. 

To do this, you insert parameters in your test steps. Along with the test steps, you provide a table of parameter values. 

Reference: Repeat a test with different data 

 

QUESTION 10

You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM) for manual test runs. 

You are creating an action recording but some of the recorded actions were not part of the intended steps. 

You need to remove only the unwanted actions from the current action recording. 

What should you do? 
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A. Open the test results and save the action log. Edit the action log to remove the unwanted actions. Import the file as
an attachment, overwriting the initial action log. 

B. Reset the test case inside the test runner and create a new action log. 

C. Delete the unwanted actions from the captured actions inside the test runner. 

D. Open the test results and edit the action log to remove the unwanted actions. 

Correct Answer: C 

Open the editing panel at the bottom of test runner. You can delete actions there: 

 

QUESTION 11

You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM) to perform exploratory testing. 

You need to ensure that any bugs or test cases created during an exploratory test session are associated with a specific
requirement for the purposes of traceability. 

What should you do? 

A. From the Test activity, select View Exploratory Test Sessions. Open a session and click the Copy Link button. 

B. From the Run Tests activity, select a test case that is a part of a requirement suite and select Run. 

C. Create a requirement suite in the test plan, right-click on the suite, and select Explore Requirement. 

D. From the Do Exploratory Testing activity, select Explore. 

Correct Answer: C 

Add a Requirement to your Test Plan Once your Requirement is in your Test Plan, right mouse click and select Explore
requirement 
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Reference: Exploratory Testing - What\\'s new for Microsoft Test Manager 2012 RTM 

 

QUESTION 12

You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). You have developed a new test case. 

You need to: 

Set the test case priority, 

Set the area where the test will be used, and 

Update the work item state to Ready. 

What should you do? 

A. Open the Test Configuration Manager view and change the area path, priority, and state. 

B. Open the Test Plan Manager view and change the area path, priority, and state. 

C. Open the test case work item and change the area path, priority, and state. 

D. Open the test plan Properties view and change the area path, priority, and state. 

Correct Answer: C 

Q: How do I change the state of test suites with TFS 2013. 3? 

A: Open the test suite and change the state in the work item form. 
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